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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing Dez 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. This item is printed
on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - As the number of network service provider s increases so
the numbers of handoffs are ncreases to avail the best quality of services within affordable cost. In
such scenarios fast and secure handoff is obligatory but diversification always creates worries of
intruders and latency due to heterogeneous architectures with multiple access points. And
elongated latency may go ahead to jitter, ping pong effect, triangular routing and packet loss like
issues. Neither the reactive nor the proactive protocols alone for vertical hand off addresses the
problem of latency efficiently due to their onboard calculation during peak time of handoff.
Ensuring security in such frequent vertical handover without interrupted and delayed services is
challengeable but desirable as well. Here i proposed a hybrid model for vertical handoff dividing the
standard IEEE 802.11 hand off phases in reactive and proactive manner. Initially executing
riggering, discovery and authentication phases in proactive mode while association, IP acquisition
and home agent acquisition phases in reactive. That will eventually results in reducing latency and
packet loss in the best possible way. 56 pp. Englisch.
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Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD

Unquestionably, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. I could comprehended everything out of this written e ebook. Your way of life span will be
transform as soon as you total reading this book.
-- Andy Er dm a n-- Andy Er dm a n
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